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Client	Letter	for	April	2011

In April our USA and Australian reference accounts increased in value by 16.26% and
10.67% respectively after providing for performance fees. The Australian return is roughly
equivalent to the US return (the difference being the possibly unwarranted appreciation of the
Australian currency). Both these return figures are about 12 percent better than global equity
returns.

The reported returns for April are extraordinary. We mean that literally: they are not ordinary
and you should not expect them. They are caused by some one-off factors.

Last month we told you that our numbers were an underestimate of our performance because
several suspended stocks were incorrectly valued in our accounts. We said we should report
good returns in later months – and April was the first of those later months.

The returns were estimated by our prime-broker. We were short several stocks (all Chinese
companies listed in America) that were suspended with allegations of fraud. The broker
estimated our profit on the short based on the last price before the stocks was suspended. We
noted that the stock would trade lower when relisted.

Only one of these stocks has so far been relisted (the price slightly more than halved).
However in some (not all) cases our prime broker has now elected to use a lower valuation
for the suspended stock, thus recording a profit for us. We did not choose the valuation in
either case – our broker did and our broker estimated our return. In one key instance we
think the broker is currently overestimating our returns.

Moreover there are good reasons why the returns you see will not normally be repeated. We
had been short for some time several Chinese stocks we believed were fraudulent. Until
recently this had not been a profitable activity. However audit statements are due in March
and in many instances the auditor seemingly agreed that the financial statements are
fraudulent: they refused to sign and resigned or were sacked. These returns were a long-time-
coming and are unlikely to be repeated.

The “auditor resigns” returns spread into April too. Universal Travel – a short John blogged
about – was suspended in April when their auditor resigned. We are currently using (as per
our broker) a last-trade price for that stock.

But given that audit statements are clustered in March it is unlikely we will have such strong
results in future months. Past returns are not indicative of future returns in this case and for
good reason.

The screwy incentives of Wall Street

Still we are finding examples of Wall Street idiocy driven by bad incentives – examples we
hope to profit from. For example there is a wave of “exchange traded funds” (ETFs) available
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largely for retail investors to buy. Some of these look somewhat sensible: for example you
can buy the S&P index for fairly low fees in an exchange listed vehicle.

But some of these funds are absurd.

There are multiple revenue streams for a market-maker in an ETF. One that interests us is
that the ETF maker can usually lend the shares in the ETF (cash collateralized) and the
market-maker – not the investor – receives the stock loan fee. For hard-to-borrow stocks that
fee can be upward of 20 percent per annum.

If the ETF maker buys stocks that the shorts are most strongly interested in (usually stocks
where there is a perception of impropriety) the ETF maker can get much bigger fees from
their ETF. Stock lending fees will (easily) overwhelm the fund management fees.

Indeed there is an incentive for the ETF maker to buy the scummiest shares possible for their
ETF – and hence you see things like a “rare earth ETF” or a “lithium ETF”. The rise of ETFs
should provide us with strong bids in some real scumbag stocks. The end-victims are the
retail buyers of the ETF. That is sad – but we need victims if we are going to continue to
make excess returns from our short book. Retail clients are the classic victims. If Wall Street
sets them up for victim-hood (which it is doing) then it is not for us to complain – it is our
role to profit. There is not much morality in that game but we hope there is plenty of money
in it.

Longs

We do not short for the sake of shorting. We short to hopefully make profits which we deploy
into longs. To use the vernacular, the idea is to turn crap into gold.

Given how much profit we have been making from the short book we have had trouble
finding enough longs to invest in. We are always interested in ideas within our clients’
genuine areas of expertise. If you run a chemical company don't tell us about retailers. But
tell us what you really know and we will be happy.

We found one large position this month – a smaller bank which we think will appreciate
sharply. We don't intend to trade it – but as we put on a position that was (deliberately) a little
oversized we will sell a bit as it appreciates if only for risk management. We don't want to
name it as we are still active in the name.

Most of our long book remains mega-caps which we believe are relatively cheap. We also
like the fund managers who will benefit from appreciation of the mega-cap stocks.

Ideas on the long side of our book, however, are where we would like to focus more.
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Thanks again for the trust you have placed in us.

John
Simon

Portfolio	Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference
Account

112.32 42.37 69.95

Australian Reference
Account

112.53 42.81 69.72

Performance	Data	1

1 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.
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